Cockshaming Conference (Femdom BDSM Erotica)

Tony Deluca thinks hes coming into a
conference to discuss his promotion. After
all, hes been picking up the office skirts;
why should this broad be any difference?
Of course, hes in for a surprise - this isnt a
performance review, its a Cockshaming
Conference, where a pig of a man gets put
in his place. Heavy femdom themes
including anal toys, humiliation, spanking,
and - of course - cockshaming are found
here: strictly for adults only. An excerpt:
She remembers you, Alexandra said,
tapping her keyboard with one of those
fingernails, lacquered dark red glistening in
the light. According to this you were
aggressive in insinuating that she was
gorgeous, which is of course the sort of
thing you might say to someone in the
office, about a new hairstyle or outfit-- I
could feel my face reddening again. This
was sounding familiar.
Until you
speculated that as good as she looked in her
outfit, she would look, ahem, may I quote?
She shifted her tone, deepening it slightly.
Even better wearing my bath robe. She
scrolled down for a few moments. Lets see,
Davidson goes on for a while here... You
cant do this, I said, a little surprised at the
choked nature of my own voice. My
brother in law, YES, she said, her voice
suddenly rising with a clear and ringing
firmness. Your brother in law, yes, Mr.
Deluca, I remember that; he got you this
position, didnt he? And yet I notice that
you are not denying that you expressed
these statements to Ms. Davidson? I dont
see-And I notice FURTHER, she
continued, that you were addressing a Ms.
Davidson, not a Mrs. Deluca. In other
words, you were intending to cheat on your
wife, she said to me. The sister, of the
brother-in-law, that you were mentioning.
Her eyebrows, which were thin and sharply
angled, raised. Would you like to confirm
or deny that, Mr. Deluca?
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